We analyze the recent data on the non-mesonic decays of light Λ-hypernuclei up to 12 Λ C using the phenomenological model of Block and Dalitz. Fitting the spin-isospin dependent ΛN → N N reaction rates to six data points, we predict the remaining data in reasonable consistency. We find that despite the short-range nature of the ΛN → N N interaction, the non-mesonic decay of p-shell hypernuclei seems to be strongly induced by the p-shell neutrons. Also, the recent data indicate that the ∆I = 1 2 rule, well-proved at the hadronic level, may not be sacred in the nuclear medium and the ∆I = 3 2 interactions seem to be needed to describe the non-mesonic decays of Λ-hypernuclei.
The structure of hypernuclei has been understood somewhat successfully in terms of empirical hyperon-nucleon potentials and mean field theories as in the case of ordinary nuclei [1] . However, the decay rates of hypernuclei have revealed intriguing features [1] [2] [3] [4] .
The Λ-hypernucleus, whose ground state is stable with respect to strong interactions, decays only via weak interactions and so far Λ → Nπ (so called pi-mesonic decay) and ΛN → NN (two-body non-mesonic decay) have been considered as its main decay mechanisms although there have been some reports on the importance of the three-body non-mesonic process ΛNN → NNN [5] .
The pi-mesonic decays (Λ → pπ − and Λ → nπ 0 ) account for most of the decays of free Λ-hyperons whose decay width is
In the rest frame of the Λ, the energy release is m Λ −m N −m π ∼ = 35 MeV and the momentum of the emitted nucleon is about 100 MeV. Also, the ratio of the decay widths for the two channels is Γ(Λ → pπ − )/Γ(Λ → nπ 0 ) ≈ 1.8, which means that ∆I = 1 2 amplitude dominates over the ∆I = 3 2 amplitude as is in the free decays of K-mesons. This is the well-known ∆I = 1 2 rule, although it is yet to be understood why it should hold true at the hadronic level.
When the Λ-hyperon is bound in the nuclear medium, its pi-mesonic decay mode becomes suppressed because the allowed phase space is smaller due to the small energy release from the bound Λ-hyperon and the emitted nucleons are Pauli-blocked. Therefore, the nonmesonic decay mode whose energy release is about m Λ − m N ∼ = 175 MeV, much larger than in the pi-mesonic case, becomes more important as the hypernucleus becomes heavier. However, contrary to the pi-mesonic decay for which we have a well-known effective Hamiltonian satisfying the ∆I = According to Block and Dalitz [2] , the non-mesonic decay width of hypernucleus A Λ Z may be written as
whereR is the spin and isospin average of the elementary reaction rates R N J 's for ΛN → NN (N = p, n) with the total angular momentum of the ΛN pair being J, and ρ( A Λ Z) is the mean nucleon density at the Λ position. ρ(
with ρ N and ψ Λ being the normalized nucleon density and the Λ wavefunction in the rest frame of the nuclear core, respectively. In this model, it is straightforward to write down the non-mesonic decay widths of light Λ-hypernuclei in terms of the four R N J 's [2, 3] :
where all the nucleons are in the s-shell and the total angular momenta of hypernuclei are 0, 0, and 
Γ nm (
where ρ s (ρ p ) represents the mean s state (p state) nucleon density at the Λ position.
In the mean nucleon densities ρ( Table I.   4 The six elementary decay rates R p0 , R p1 , R n0 , R n1 , R ′ p and R ′ n can be determined uniquely from the relations similar to Eqs. (4) - (8) provided that six reliable data points are available.
As for such data points, we take the three total non-mesonic decay widths of Table I .
Our estimated values for the elementary decay rates R N J 's are summarized in Table II .
Since we have determined all six of the necessary elementary decay rates of the model, we are now in a position to predict other decay widths. Unfortunately, however, we are left with only three experimental data to compare with up to now, namely Γ nm ( Table I . It can be seen from the table that our predicted widths fall nicely not only within error bounds of the data but also within a few percents of the mean values except for the 4 Λ He case where there is still some controversy on the measured decay width. Therefore, we conclude with reasonable confidence that the phenomenological model used in our analysis seems to work fairly well for light Λ-hypernuclei.
Once we admit that the model establishes the elementary decay rates R N J 's reliably from the adopted data, we can find two interesting implications from our numerical results for the six R N J 's shown in Table II . Firstly, R ′ n , the spin-averaged elementary decay rate induced by the p-shell neutrons, turns out to be relatively quite large. This indicates that the non-mesonic Λ-hyperon decay induced by the p-shell nucleons (particularly by the neutrons)
is not less probable than the decay induced by the s-shell nucleons. Certainly, this result is in contradiction to a naive expectation from the short-range nature of the ΛN → NN interaction that the main contribution to the decay rate should come from the ΛN pair with zero orbital angular momentum [13] . In the present situation without a working microscopic mechanism for the non-mesonic Λ-hyperon decay, it remains to be understood how the p-shell nucleons contribute to the decay of Λ-hypernuclei. In particular, the three-body non-mesonic process Λnn → nnn [5] may compete with the two body process Λn → nn induced by the p-shell neutrons. Secondly, if the ∆I = 
while if ∆I = 3 2 should hold true, we would have [4] R n0
Now, according to our results given in Table II , we have
Comparing the predicted elementary reaction rates of ours in Eq. (11) with those of Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) it is evident that the adopted recent data favor including ∆I = a Taken from Ref. [7] .
b Taken from Ref. [8] .
c Taken from Ref. [9] .
d Taken from Ref. [10] .
e Taken from Ref. [12] . Table I .
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